
21) To the Cima Piatta Bassa /Unterebenkofel–  

the kingdom of silence 
 
Starting point: Parking Place Val Campo di Dentro 

At a quick view: Val Campo di Dentro – Cima Piatta Bassa – Val Campo di Dentro 

Difference in altitude: 1054 m 

Highest point: Cima Piatta Bassa 2581m  

Time of walking: 3,5 hours to go up – 2,5 hours to go down 

Trail: from the Parking to the Dreischuster hut and further on the trail nr. 105. At the crossing at the end of 

the valley take a right and at the next crossing a right again on the way 9 towards the 

Lückelescharte/forcella del lago. After a short walk you see a path starting at your right which leads you to 

the Cima Piatta bassa. The path to Cima Piatta Bassa is not signed but easy to follow and to find. Always 

follow this path, signed also from time to time by little “stonemen” until the peak.  

From there you have beautiful panoramas and you will almost for sure meet nobody, but sheeps and 

mountain goats. 

Description of the way: From the Berghotel we go by car or bus to the Innerfeldtal car park, where we 

follow the path marked 105 to the Dreischuster hut and continue to the crossroads at the end of the valley. 

From here path 10 + 11 lead uphill along the stream. In a flat area with a rest bench and a large boulder, 

path no. 9 branches off to the right to the “Lückelescharte”. Following this path after a few minutes, at a red-

white-red marking without number, turn right into a clearing in the woods. We walk to the upper edge of the 

clearing, where behind a stone man serpentine leads you through a mountain pine field. Another stone man 

is at the end of a scree giant, indicating the hidden path. After leaving the dwarf pine field, the path winds its 

way through a wide grassy gully onto a saddle. The higher up we get, the more the markings fade, but 

nevertheless, climbing tracks lead us left up to the summit plateau of the mountain. The descent follows the 

same paths as the ascent. 

Huts: Rif. Tre Scarperi (End of may until middle of october) 

Physical requirements: a long, easy and steep way 

Panorama: spectacular view into the heart of the Dolomites of Sesto and the Three Peaks 

 

 

http://www.drei-schuster-huette.com/it/
http://www.drei-schuster-huette.com/it/

